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From Turbulence Theory to Applications

Multiscale systems, involving complex interacting processes that occur over a
range of temporal and spatial scales, are present in a broad range of disciplines,
from financial trading to atmospheric dynamics. Turbulent flows are a classical
example of such a complex system. Several methodologies exist to retrieve multiscale information from a given time series obtained from a complex dynamical
system; however, each method has its own advantages and limitations.
This book presents the mathematical theory behind the stochastic analysis of
scaling time series, including a general historical introduction to the problem of
intermittency in turbulence, as well as how to implement this analysis for a range
of different applications. Covering a variety of statistical methods, such as Fourier
analysis, structure-function analysis, wavelet transforms, and Hilbert-Huang transforms, it provides readers with a more thorough understanding of each technique
and when they should be applied. New techniques to analyze stochastic processes,
including empirical mode decomposition, autocorrelation function of increments,
and detrended analysis, are also explored.
The final part of the book contains a selection of case studies, on the topics
of turbulence and ocean sciences, to demonstrate how these statistical methods
can be applied in practice. With MATLAB codes available online, this book is
of value to students and researchers in Earth sciences, physics, geophysics, and
applied mathematics.
f r a n ç o i s g . s c h m i t t is Research Professor in the Laboratory of Oceanography and Geosciences, at the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS),
France. His research interests include turbulence and nonlinear variability in geophysics, marine turbulence, and multifractal analysis and modeling.
yo n g x i a n g h ua n g is Associate Professor in the State Key Laboratory of
Marine Environmental Science at Xiamen University, China. He was awarded the
2013 Division Outstanding Young Scientists Award by the European Geosciences
Union in Nonlinear Processes in Geosciences.
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a) Collected oxygen saturation index on the time period January 1 to December 31, 2010, with a sampling time of 20 minutes. The data were collected
by a sensor belonging to the MAREL network (Automatic monitoring network for littoral environment, Ifremer, France). Due to several reasons, e.g.,
failure of the sensor, there are several missing data points. A strong event
was also observed around September 1, 2010, showing the nonstationarity
of the process. b) An enlargement part on the time period January 1 to
January 10, 2010. c) The time interval δt between two successful measurements. The intermittent distribution of δt demonstrates the problem of
missing data or irregular time step.
page 2
a) Illustration of the Lagrangian drifter trajectories obtained from the global
drifter program. b) Measured pdf of the drifter life-time T. The measured
pdf p(T) has an exponential distribution. The drifter collected several physical quantities of the ocean with a sampling time of six hours. This provided
a large variation of the data length.
3
Collected water temperature data on the period March 24 to December
13, 2010. These data are automatically recorded every 20 minutes by
the MAREL network. A strong annual cycle is observed. Note that this
deterministic-like forcing is a typical structure in the geophysical data,
which might induce difficulties in the scaling analysis.
4
a) A one second portion of the measured longitudinal turbulent velocity
in a wind tunnel experiment at Johns Hopkins University with a Taylor
microscale based Reynolds number Reλ  720. The measured velocity is
fluctuating over a large range of time scales. b) The experimental Fourier
power spectrum in a log-log plot. Power-law behavior E( f ) ∼ f −β is
observed with a β close to the Kolmogorov 1941 theory prediction 5/3.
5
a) An example of turbulent velocity along a Lagrangian trajectory obtained
from a high-resolution direct numerical simulation with a Taylor microscalebased Reynolds number Reλ  400. A vortex trapping event is observed
around t/τη = 100. b) The measured energy dissipation rate (t)/ along
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the same Lagrangian trajectory, showing a strong intermittent/nonstationary
event around time 50 < t/τη < 120.
a) Numerical solution of the Duffing equation with  = 1, b = 0.1,  =
2π/25 and initial value [x(0), x (0)] = 1. Note that the solution x(t) is
smooth, with a mean period T = 9.524, corresponding to a domain frequency 0.105 Hz. Hence a frequency f  0.105 is unphysical. b) The
corresponding Fourier power spectrum. The forcing scale is observed at
0.04 Hz as the first peak in E(f ). The second peak is at 0.105 Hz for the
domain frequency. High-order Fourier harmonic components are visible for
f  0.105 Hz. They are required by the linear approximation of the Fourier
transform.
a) Reconstructed x̃(t) from the domain frequency fD = 0.105 Hz. b) Reconstructed x̃(t) from the first 30 Fourier modes. c) Residue δx(t) = x(t) − x̃(t),
in which the thick solid line is for the domain frequency and the thin line
is for the first 30 Fourier modes. Note that the high-order Fourier harmonic
components are the result of the difference between the Duffing solution
x(t) and the sine wave profile.
Illustration of the Richardson-Kolmogorov cascade from large to small scales.
(Color online) Fourier power spectrum of velocity and temperature time series
recorded in the atmosphere, displaying 5/3 power law decay over about two
decades.
A modern example of a proxy of the dissipation field recorded in the atmosphere. The series is normalized by its mean, showing the large fluctuations.
A schematic representation of a discrete multiplicative cascade.
Mechanism generating long-range power-law correlations: two points separated by a distance r have a common ancestor at step p such that 2p ≈ r.
Schematic graphical representation of the codimension function, which is
increasing and convex. Here the plot is shown for the lognormal case, with
different values of μ.
Representation for moments from 0 to 10 of five classical models for the
velocity structure functions scaling exponents: the K41 model; the β model
with C1 = 0.125 (parameter chosen to be tangent to experimental data at
q = 3); the lognormal model with μ = 0.25; the log-Poisson model with
c = 2 and β = 2/3; and the log-stable model with α = 1.5 and C1 = 0.15.
The three log-ID models are very close one to each other, until the moment
of about 6. Larger moments are very difficult to accurately estimate and
need a huge number of data points.
Typical ζ (q) curve obtained for the velocity and passive scalar turbulence,
compared with the Kolmogorov-Obukhov-Corrsin nonintermittent curve
q/3. For low-order moments the two curves are close and for large moments
the passive scalars are much more intermittent. Adapted from Schmitt et al.
(1996).
Illustration of the ramp-cliff phenomenon for the turbulent temperature.
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Simulations of various scaling processes (Brownian motion, fractional Brownian motion, Lévy stable motion).
Typical moment functions ζ (q) for several cases, Brownian motion, fractional
Brownian motion for H = 0.3, Lévy stable motion with α = 1.5 and a
multifractal time series with a nonlinear moment function.
Cone A (t) chosen for the stochastic integration in the {(t, ), > 0} plane:
(a) the causal case, and (b) the symmetric noncausal case.
Intersection between two cones A and A (t + τ ). The darker zone corresponds to the correlation between the two points X(t) and X(t + τ ); it
decreases as a power law and generates the long-range correlation of such
process.
Examples of subordinated simulations of a multifractal process, following
Equation (3.22), with a lognormal multiplicative cascade with μ = 0.2,
and values of h = 0.3 (above) and h = 0.5 (below).
Different values of H = ζX (1) obtained in a h − μ plane. The region (1) corresponds to a region with unknown value for H. The nonlinear curve which
is at the bottom left corresponds to the condition K(1/2h) < 1/2h − 1.
Examples of moving average simulations of a multifractal process, following
Equation (3.27) with a lognormal multiplicative cascade with μ = 0.2, and
values of h = 0.3 (above), and h = 0.5 (below).
The plane h−μ giving the value of the scaling exponent ζX (q) for a lognormal
process, according to Abry et al. (2009) and Perpete (2013). For the zone
which is left in blank, there is no result for the moment, the convergence is
not yet demonstrated. Increasing diagonal: ζX (q) = q2 − K(q); open dots:
ζX (q) = μ+1
2 q − K(q) and decreasing diagonals ζX (q) = qh − K(q).
Illustration of the turbulent velocity increment τ u(t) = u(t) − u(t + τ )
obtained from a wind tunnel experiment with Reλ  720 and a time increment τ = 0.025 sec; a) A portion of 0.5 second measured longitudinal
velocity u(t); b) A time τ = 0.025 second shift u(t + τ ); c) The measured
velocity increment τ u(t). In the context of turbulence, the separation time
scale τ is interpreted in the inertial range as the typical time scale of a vortex
with time scale τ .
Illustration of weight-function W( , k) for two different separation scales
and 2 . Note that except for the case f = n/ with n = 0, 1, 2, · · · all
Fourier components have contributions to S2 ( ).
a) Measured cumulative function P(β, k) for β = 1.4, 5/3, 2, and 3. The
separation scale considered here is = 1. b) The measured large-scale
influence P1 (β) = P(β, 1). Note that P1 (β) increases with β.
a) Measured second-order structure-function without (open symbols) and with
perturbation (solid symbols) for the same β as in Figure 4.3. b) The influence function I(β, ) in dB. Note that the larger the β value, the more S2 ( )
or I(β, ) are influenced by the perturbation.
Contour plot of the measured influence function I(β, ) in dB.
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Measured structure-function Sq ( ) for the fBm process with a Hurst number
H = 1/3 and a data length 106 points. Power-law behavior is observed for
all q considered here. The inset shows the measured scaling exponent ζ (q),
in which the theoretical value qH is illustrated by a solid line. The errorbar
is a 95% fitting confidence limit.
Measured autocorrelation function  (τ ) of velocity increment with various
separation scale for a turbulent velocity. The turbulent velocity is obtained
from a high Reynolds number wind tunnel experiment with Reλ = 720.
Inset shows the measured location τ0 ( ) for the minimum value of  (τ ),
in which the solid line indicates the value τ0 (τ ) = . The collapse of the
symbols and solid line verifies Equation (4.16b) on a large range of scales.
Measured rescaled autocorrelation function  (τ ) of velocity increments with
various separation scale . The collapse of symbols confirm the universal
rescaling Equation (4.22).
Measured o ( ) for fBm with H = 1/3 and turbulent velocity with Reλ =
720. Specifically for the turbulent velocity, a power-law behavior with a
scaling exponent 0.80 ± 0.02 is observed on the range 5 × 10−4 < <
5 × 10−2 sec, corresponding to a frequency range 200 < f < 2000 Hz.
The error bar is a standard deviation from 120 realizations. The inset shows
the compensated curve to emphasize the observed power-law behavior. For
comparison, the compensated curve for the second-order structure function
is also shown as a solid line. Note that the plateau for the structure function is much shorter than the one for o ( ). This phenomenon has been
interpreted as the large-scale influence.
Cumulative function P( f , 1) (dashed line) for the second-order structure function and Q( f , 1) for autocorrelation function of increments (solid line).
Note that Q(0.496, 1)  0, indicating that the influence of the large scale
structure might be canceled by each other for o ( ).
Experimental probability density function of turbulent velocity increments.
The turbulent velocity is obtained from a high Reynolds wind tunnel with
Reλ = 720. The separation τ is in data points. Note that the location of the
maximum value of p(x) is close to zero.
Measured pmax (τ ) for fBm process with a Hurst number H = 0.5 and 100
realizations and L = 106 data points each. The errorbar indicates the standard deviation from these 100 realizations. The measured scaling exponent is α = 0.50 ± 0.01. The inset shows the finite sample size effect
obtained from 100 realizations with different data length L. Note that with
the increasing of the data length L, the measured α is approaching the given
value of α = 0.5.
An illustration of the DFA procedure. a) Measured velocity u(t) with a portion of length 0.25 sec. The experimental data are obtained from a high
Reynolds number wind tunnel experiment (Kang et al., 2003). b) The measured cumulative function Y(t), in which the thin line is the first-order trend
with 0.025 sec. c) The first-order detrended data Y(t) − P1 (t), showing the
detail after the detrending.
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4.14 Measured Fq (n) for a fBm process with a Hurst number H = 1/3, in which
the solid line is a power-law fit. The inset shows the measured scaling
exponent h(q), in which the solid line is the theoretical value h(q) = (1 +
H)q. The errorbar indicates the 95% fitting confidence limit.
4.15 Illustration of the first-order detrending analysis for the fBm process with H =
1/3 and data length 104 points. a) The original time series (grey line) and
the linear trend with τ = 1000 data points. b) The detrended time series
xτ . Ideally, the large-scale fluctuation r ≥ τ would then be expected to be
removed.
4.16 Comparison of the Fourier power spectrum for original time series x(t) and
the detrended time series xτ for various detrending scales τ , in which the
vertical solid lines indicate the scale f = 1/τ . Visually the large-scale
fluctuations f < 1/τ are constrained, verifying Equation (4.62).
4.17 Experimental D2 (τ ) for the fBm process with a Hurst number H = 1/3.
Power-law behavior is observed as predicted by Equation (4.63). The inset
shows the compensated curve with a theoretic scaling exponent 2/3.
4.18 Experimental Bq (τ ) for the fBm process with a Hurst number H = 1/3 and
a data length 106 data point: a) Equation (4.65) and b) Equation (4.67).
Power-law behavior is observed as predicted by Equation (4.66).
4.19 Experimental scaling exponent ζ (q) provided by formula (4.65) (denoted as
F1, ) and (4.67) (denoted as F2, ). The theoretical value q/3 is illustrated
by a solid line.
4.20 Illustration of the weight function W(τ , f ) for structure function analysis
(dashed line), detrending analysis (thin solid line), and detrended structurefunction analysis (thick solid line). The separation scale fτ = 1/τ is
indicated by a vertical solid line.
4.21 Illustration of a wavelet transform with different scales. It presents a multiscale decomposition of a given data series.
4.22 a) Illustration of a Meyer wavelet. b) The measured Fourier power spectrum.
It shows a compact support property not only in the physical domain, but
also in the spectral domain.
4.23 Illustration of the Haar wavelet; see Equation (4.74) for details. Note that
the Haar wavelet can be linked with the classical structure function via the
operation of the increment.
4.24 Measured qth-order moments Zq ( ) for the fBm process with a Hurst number H = 1/3 computed using the Haar wavelet. Power-law behavior is
observed. The inset shows the measured scaling exponent m(q), in which
the solid line indicates a theoretical prediction q/3.
4.25 Measured qth-order moments for the fBm process with a Hurst number H =
1/3: a) Wavelet Transform Modulus Maximum Zq ( ). b) Wavelet leader
Zq ( ); and c) the corresponding scaling exponents ζW (q) () and ξ(q) ().
The theoretical value is illustrated by a solid line.
4.26 Illustration of the characteristic scale for different methodologies: a) Fourier
transform; b) wavelet transform; and c) Hilbert-Huang transform. Note
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that only the Hilbert-based method allows both frequency- and amplitudemodulation.
A typical Intrinsic Mode Function extracted from experimental data. The
local extrema points are denoted by . The upper and lower envelopes are
denoted by a dashed line.
IMF modes from the nonlinear Duffing (Equation [1.5]). The first IMF mode
with a mean frequency ∼ 0.1 Hz captures the main variation of the Duffing
equation. The IMF C2 (t) corresponds to the external force. The IMF mode
C3 and the residual might be the boundary effect of the EMD algorithm.
Measured instantaneous frequency ω(t) provided by the Hilbert spectral analysis for the first two IMF modes of the Duffing equation. The dashed line
are for 0.105 Hz for the mean frequency of Duffing equation, and 0.04 Hz
for the external force, respectively.
Measured instantaneous frequency ω(t) of the ω1 (t). The mean frequency is
ω(t)  0.21 Hz. The dashed line indicates a mean frequency of ω1 (t) 
0.105 Hz. The measured ω1 (t) possesses a complete oscillation within one
period  10. This is the so-called intrawave frequency modulation, representing a nonlinear distortion.
Extracted IMF modes Ci (t) from a Lagrangian trajectory with a vortex trapping event. Visually, a vortex trapping event with a typical time scale 5τη is
isolated around t/τη = 100.
Extracted IMF modes Ci (t) from a Lagrangian trajectory with a vortex trapping event. Visually, the vortex trapping event with a typical time scale
∼ 5τη is isolated around t/τη = 100. Note that the rest of the vortex
trapping event has been set as NaN.
Experimental Lq (ω) and Mq (ω) for the fBm process with a Hurst number
H = 1/3. Power-law behavior is observed for all q considered here. The
inset shows the measured scaling exponent ξ(q) () and ζH (q) (), in
which the solid line indicates the theoretical prediction.
Experimental Fourier power spectrum E(f ) for the longitudinal (solid line)
and the transverse (dashed line) velocities, in which the Kolmogorov’s
−5/3-law is shown as a dash-dotted line. Power-law behavior is observed
on nearly a two-decade range 10 < f < 1000 Hz with the scaling exponents
β = 1.63 ± 0.01 and 1.61 ± 0.01, respectively, for the longitudinal and
transverse velocity components. The inset shows the compensated curves
by using the fitted scaling exponents to emphasize the observed power-law
behavior.
Experimental second-order structure functions S2 (τ ) for the longitudinal ()
and transverse () velocity components. Power-law behavior is observed
on the range 0.0005 < τ < 0.005 second, respectively, with scaling exponents ζ (2) = 0.67 ± 0.01 and ζ (2) = 0.65 ± 0.02. The power-law range
corresponds to a frequency range of 200 < f < 2000 Hz. The inset shows
the compensated curves to emphasize the observed power-law behavior. For
display clarity, these curves have been vertical shifted.
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Experimental cumulative function P(τ , f ) for various separation time scales
in the inertial range: a) τ = 0.005 (resp. fo = 200), b) τ = 0.01 (resp.
fo = 100), c) τ = 0.02 (resp. fo = 50), and d) τ = 0.04 (resp. fo =
25). The frequency has been rescaled as f τ . For comparison, P(τ , f ) for a
Kolmogorov power-law is illustrated as a solid line.
Experimental structure function Sq ( ): a) Sq ( ) for the longitudinal velocity;
b) compensated curves using the fitted scaling exponent; c) Sq ( ) for the
transverse velocity; and d) the corresponding compensated curves. A nearly
one decade power-law behavior is observed on the range 0.0005 < τ <
0.005 for both velocity components.
Measured scaling exponents ζ (q) of the longitudinal () and transverse ()
velocity components on the power-law range 0.0005 < τ < 0.005 for
0 ≤ q ≤ 6. The inset shows the extended-self-similarity scaling exponents.
The Kolmogorov nonintermittent value q/3 is indicated by a dashed line.
Measured singularity spectrum f (α) for the longitudinal () and transverse
() velocity components. For comparison, the curve for the lognormal formula with an intermittency parameter μ = 0.25 is illustrated by a solid
line. The insets shows the measured f (α) provided by the extended-selfsimilarity method. For the same range of q, the transverse velocity has
a wider α and f (α) than the longitudinal one. It has been interpreted as
coming from the fact that the transverse velocity is more intermittent than
the longitudinal one.
Measured location τo (τ ) for the minimum value of the autocorrelation function of velocity increments: the longitudinal () and transverse () velocity
components, in which the inertial range 0.001 < τ < 0.1 second predicted
by the Fourier spectrum is shown by a vertical solid line. The solid line
indicates τo (τ ) = τ .
Measured −o (τ ) for the longitudinal () and transverse () velocity components. The errorbar is a standard deviation from 120 realizations. Powerlaw behavior is observed on the range 0.0005 < τ < 0.02, with a scaling exponent 0.80 ± 0.02 for both velocity components. To emphasize
the observed power-law behavior, the compensated curves using the fitted
scaling exponent is shown as an inset. For comparison, the compensated
curves for the second-order structure functions are also shown as thick
(resp. longitudinal) and thin (resp. transverse) solid lines.
Measured pmax (τ ) and pz (τ ) for the longitudinal (, and ) and transverse
(, and ) velocity components. The errorbar is a standard deviation
from 120 realizations. Power-law behavior is observed on the range
0.0005 < τ < 0.01 sec. The measured scaling exponents of pmax (τ )
are 0.36 ± 0.01 for both velocity components, and of pz (τ ) are α =
0.36 ± 0.01 and α = 0.33 ± 0.01 respectively for the longitudinal and
transverse velocity components. To emphasize the observed power-law
behavior, the compensated curves using the fitted scaling exponent is
shown as inset. For comparison, the compensated curves with a scaling
exponent ζ (1) = 0.35 ± 0.01 for the first-order structure functions
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are also shown as thick (resp. longitudinal) and thin (resp. transverse)
solid lines.
Measured D2 (τ ) for the longitudinal () and transverse () velocity components. The errorbar is a standard deviation from 120 realizations. Power-law
behavior is observed on the range 0.002 < τ < 0.05 sec with a measured
scaling exponent 0.68 ± 0.02 and 0.65 ± 0.02 respectively for the longitudinal and transverse components. The inset shows the compensated curve
using the fitted scaling exponent.
Measured detrended structure functions Bq (τ ) on the range 0 ≤ q ≤ 4: a) the
longitudinal velocity, and b) the transverse velocity. Power-law behavior is
observed on the range 0.002 < τ < 0.02 sec.
a) Experimental scaling exponents ζ (q) is extracted on the range 0.002 <
τ < 0.02 seconds. b) The corresponding singularity spectrum f (α). For
comparison, a lognormal formula with an intermittency parameter μ =
0.30 is also shown as a dashed line.
Experimental first-order detrended fluctuation functions: a) the longitudinal
velocity, and b) the transverse velocity. Power-law behavior is observed on
the range 0.002 < τ < 0.02 seconds.
a) Experimental scaling exponents ζ (q) extracted on the range 0.002 < τ <
0.02 seconds, in which the solid line is the nonintermittent value 4q/3.
b) The corresponding singularity spectrum f (α). For comparison, a lognormal formula with an intermittency parameter μ = 0.30 is also shown as
a dashed line.
Experimental wavelet-based qth-order moments (q = 2, 4, 6): a) wavelet
transform modulus maximum of the longitudinal velocity, b) wavelet leaders of the longitudinal velocity, c) wavelet transform modulus maximum
of the transverse velocity, and d) wavelet leaders of the transverse velocity.
Power-law behavior is observed on the range 0.0005 < τ < 0.02 seconds,
corresponding to a frequency range 2000 < f < 50 Hz.
a) Experimental wavelet transform modulus maximum based scaling exponents ζW (q), in which the solid line is the nonintermittent value q/3, and
b) the corresponding singularity spectrum f (α). c) Experimental wavelet
leaders based scaling exponents ξ(q), and d) the corresponding singularity
spectrum f (α). For comparison, a lognormal formula with an intermittency
parameter μ = 0.30 is also shown as a dashed line.
Experimental probability density function of the number of extracted intrinsic
mode function of the longitudinal () and transverse () velocity components. For comparison, a Gaussian distribution is illustrated as a dashed
line.
Experimental mean frequency f (n) of each intrinsic function mode. An exponential law, e.g., f (n) ∼ β −n is observed with a scaling exponent β = 2.01±
0.02, indicating a dyadic filter bank of the empirical mode decomposition.
Experimental joint probability density function p(ω, A) for a) the longitudinal
velocity component, and b) the transverse one. A scaling trend, namely
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skeleton, e.g., pmax (ω) = p(ω, As (ω)) = maxA {p(ω, A)|ω}, As (ω) is
illustrated by a .
Experimental skeleton As (ω). Power-law behavior is observed on the range
10 < ω < 1000 Hz with a Kolmogorov-like scaling exponent 0.33 ± 0.04.
The inset shows the compensated curve to emphasize the observed scaling
behavior.
Experimental skeleton pmax (ω). Power-law behavior is observed on the range
10 < ω < 1000 Hz with a Kolmogorov-like scaling exponent 0.67 ± 0.04.
The inset shows the compensated curve to emphasize the observed scaling
behavior.
Experimental marginal distribution of p(ω). Power-law behavior is observed
on the range 10 < ω < 3000 Hz with a scaling exponent ξ(0)  −1.
The inset shows the compensated curve to emphasize the observed scaling
behavior using the scaling exponent −1.
Experimental zeroth-order scaling exponent ξ(0) obtained from different processes.
Experimental qth-order marginal moments Lq (ω): a) and b) for the longitudinal velocity, c) and d) the transverse one. Power-law behavior is observed
on the range 10 < ω < 1000 Hz.
a) Experimental scaling exponents ξ(q) − 1; b) the measured singularity spectrum f (α). For comparison, a lognormal formula with intermittency parameter μ = 0.30 (solid line) and a fitted one μ = 0.18 (dashed line) are also
shown.
Illustration of a 0.05 second portion of temperature data θ (t) (thick solid line)
as passive scalar turbulence. A typical ramp-cliff structure is observed with
a gradually decreasing structure and a sharp increasing part. For comparison, a pure sine wave with 150 Hz is also shown. Visually, the ramp-cliff
structure is significantly different with the sine wave.
a) Experimental Fourier spectrum Eθ ( f ). Power-law behavior is observed on
the range 100 < f < 1000 Hz with a scaling exponent 1.56 ± 0.03. The
inset shows the compensated curve to emphasize the scaling behavior.
b) Experimental second-order structure function S2θ (τ ), in which the
Fourier-based inertial range 0.001 < τ < 0.01 seconds is illustrated by a
solid line. The inset shows the compensated curve using the KOC value 2/3.
a) Measured cumulative function P(τ , f ) and the corresponding co-cumulative
function H(τ , f ) at two time scales τ = 0.002 sec and τ = 0.01 sec, corresponding to fo = 500 Hz and 100 Hz in the inertial range.
b) The corresponding P1 (τ ) and H1 (τ ). The inertial range 0.001 < τ <
0.01 sec predicted by the Fourier power spectrum is illustrated by a solid
line.
a) Measured high-order structure functions Sqθ (τ ). The inertial range 0.001 <
τ < 0.01 sec predicted by the Fourier power spectrum is illustrated by a
solid line. b) The extended-self-similarity plot of the qth-order Sqθ (τ ) versus
S3θ (τ ) on the inertial range.
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5.30 a) Measured extended-self-similarity scaling exponents ζθ (q) (). For comparison, the scaling exponent provided by a lognormal formula with an
intermittency parameter μθ = 0.20 (solid line), and the one compiled
by Schmitt (2005) () are also shown. b) The corresponding singularity
spectrum fθ (αθ ).
5.31 a) Measured location τ0 for the minimum value of the autocorrelation function ρτ ( ) of temperature increments. The solid line indicates τ0 (τ ) = τ .
b) Experimental θ (τ ), in which the Fourier inertial range is indicated by
a solid line. Power-law behavior is observed on the range 0.0002 < τ <
0.005 sec, corresponding to a frequency range 200 < f < 5000 Hz with a
scaling exponent 0.86 ± 0.02. Inset shows the compensated curve using a
fitted scaling exponent to emphasize the power-law behavior.
5.32 Measured maximum pdf pmax (τ ) () and zero-cross pz (τ ) (). A double
power-law behavior is observed for pmax (τ ) on the range 0.00004 < τ <
0.0004 sec, corresponding to a frequency range 2, 500 < f < 25, 000 Hz,
and 0.001 < τ < 0.004 sec, corresponding to 250 < f < 1, 000 Hz, respectively. The measured scaling exponents are 0.59 ± 0.01 and 0.83 ± 0.02. A
single power-law behavior is observed for pz (τ ) on the range 0.00004 <
τ < 0.004 sec, corresponding to a frequency range 250 < f < 25, 000 Hz,
with a scaling exponent 0.45±0.01. The inset shows the compensated curve
to emphasize the observed scaling behavior.
5.33 a) Measured maximum first-order detrended structure function Bq (τ ). Powerlaw behavior is observed on the range 0.001 < τ < 0.01 seconds, corresponding to a frequency range 100 < f < 1000 Hz. b) The extended-selfsimilarity plot Bq (τ ) versus B3 (τ ) on the range 0.001 < τ < 0.01 seconds.
5.34 a) Measured detrended structure function scaling exponent ζθ (q) () and
the extended-self-similarity scaling exponent ζθR (q) ( ). For comparison,
a scaling exponent ζθ (q) compiled by Schmitt (2005) is also shown as .
A lognormal with an intermittent parameter μθ = 0.20 is illustrated as a
solid line. b) The corresponding singularity spectrum fθ (αθ ).
5.35 a) Experimental qth-order wavelet leaders-based moments Zq (τ ) on the range
0 ≤ q ≤ 6. Power-law behavior is observed on the range 0.001 < τ <
0.01 sec. b) The corresponding singularity spectrum fθ (αθ ). For comparison, the lognormal formula with an intermittency parameter μθ = 0.20
(solid line) and the compiled value () are also shown. The inset shows the
measured scaling exponent ξθ (q).
5.36 a) Experimental probability density function of the extracted number of intrinsic mode functions. For comparison, a Gaussian distribution is illustrated by
a solid line. b) The corresponding mean frequency f θ (n) of each intrinsic
mode function. An exponential law is observed with a scaling exponent
1.81 ± 0.03, indicating a dyadic-like filter bank property of the Empirical
Mode Decomposition. The inset shows the compensated curve to emphasize the observed exponential law.
5.37 Comparison of the second-order Hilbert marginal spectrum Lθ2 (ω) () and the
Fourier power spectrum Eθ ( f ) (). Power-law behavior is observed on the
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range 100 < f < 1000 Hz with scaling exponent ξθ (2) = 1.69 ± 0.02 and
1.56 ± 0.03, respectively for the Hilbert and Fourier approaches. The inset
shows the compensated curve using the nonintermittent KOC value 2/3.
a) Measured qth-order Hilbert marginal spectrum Lθq (ω) on the range 0 ≤
q ≤ 6. Power-law behavior is observed on the range 100 < ω < 1000 Hz.
b) Experimental singularity spectrum fθ (αθ ). For comparison, the lognormal formula with an intermittency parameter μθ = 0.20 (solid line) and the
compiled value () are also shown. The inset shows the measured scaling
exponent ξθ (q).
The singularity spectra fθ (αθ ) provided by different approaches.
a) Experimental Fourier power spectrum EL ( f ) of the Lagrangian Vx (t).
Power-law behavior is observed on the range 0.01 < f τη < 0.1 with a
scaling exponent 1.88 ± 0.02. The inset shows the compensated curve using
the nonintermittent Kolmogorov-Landau value 2. b) Measured secondorder Lagrangian velocity structure function S2L (τ ). The inset shows the
compensated curve by using the nonintermittent Kolmogorov-Landau
value 1.
a) Measured cumulative function P(τ , f ) (solid line) and the corresponding
cocumulative function H(τ , f ) (dashed line) at two time scales τ/τη = 10
(thick solid line) and τ/τη = 50 (thin solid line), corresponding f τη = 0.1
and 0.02 in the inertial range. b) The corresponding P1 (τ ) () and H1 (τ )
(). The inertial range 10 < τ/τη < 100 predicted by the Fourier power
spectrum is illustrated by a solid line.
a) Experimental high-order Lagrangian structure functions SqL (τ ), in which
the inertial range predicted by the Fourier power spectrum is illustrated
by a solid line. b) Extended-self-similarity plot SqL (τ ) versus S2L (τ ) on the
range 3 ≤ τ/τη ≤ 100. The vertical solid line indicates a separation scale
τ/τη = 30.
a) Measured extended-self-similarity scaling exponent ζL (q). For comparison,
the value predicted by the multifractal model of Biferale et al. (2004) (solid
line) and the value from the experiment (denoted as Xu et al., ) are also
shown. b) The corresponding singularity spectrum f (α).
a) Experimental probability density function of the number of extracted intrinsic mode functions, in which the Gaussian distribution is illustrated by a
solid line. b) Measured mean frequency f (n) for the first six modes. An
exponential-law, e.g., f (n) ∼ γ −n is observed with a scaling exponent
γ = 1.75 ± 0.05, indicating a dyadic-like filter bank of the empirical mode
decomposition.
Experimental Hilbert-based high-order moments Lq (ω). Power-law behavior
is observed on the range 0.01 < ωτη < 0.1 for all q considered here. The
inset shows the compensated curve using the fitted slope to emphasize the
observed scaling behavior.
a) Experimental Hilbert-based scaling exponent ζL (q) (), in which the errorbar indicates 95% fitting confidence interval on the range 0.01 < ωτη < 0.1.
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b) The corresponding singularity spectrum f (α) versus α. For comparison,
the experiment value provided by Xu et al. (2006a) is also shown as .
A vortex trapping event along a Lagrangian trajectory: a) Lagrangian velocity
Vx (t), b) the corresponding acceleration ax (t), and c) the energy dissipation
rate (t) along this trajectory. The vortex trapping event is visible on the
time span 80 < t/τη < 120 with a typical time scale 3 ∼ 5 τη .
A 100 sec of temperature measured in the near side wall of the RayleighBénard convection cell with a Rayleigh number Ra = 1.31 × 1010 . A
thermal plume, energetic structure is visible.
a) Experimental Fourier power spectrum Eθ ( f ) in a log-log plot. Power-law
behavior is observed on the range 0.1 < f < 1 Hz with a fitted scaling
exponent  1.20. The inset shows a compensated curve using the fitted
scaling exponent. b) Semi-log plot of Eθ ( f ) to emphasize the large-scale
circulation with a typical frequency fL  0.03 Hz, corresponding to a time
scale TL = 33 sec. The inset shows the measured autocorrelation function
ρθ (τ ).
a) Experimental second-order structure function S2θ (τ ) for the case Ra =
1.31 × 1010 . Power-law behavior is observed on the range 1 < τ < 10 sec
with a fitted scaling exponent ζθ (2) = 0.27 ± 0.03. The inset shows a compensated curve using the fitted scaling exponent. b) Measured cumulative
function Pθ (τ , f ) (solid line) and cocumulative function Hθ (τ , f ) (dashed
line) for separation time scale τ = 1 sec (thick solid line) and τ = 5 sec
(thin solid line).
Experimental cumulative function P1 (τ ) () and co-cumulative function
H1 (τ ) (). The expected power-law range 1 < τ < 10 sec is illustrated by
vertical lines.
Experimental high-order structure functions Sqθ (τ ): a) Ra = 1.31 × 1010 , and
b) Ra = 9.5 × 109 . Power-law behavior is observed on the range 1 < τ <
10 sec.
a) Experimental scaling exponent ζθ (q). b) The corresponding singularity
spectrum fθ (αθ ) versus αθ .
Experimental θ (τ ). Power-law behavior is observed on the range 1 < τ <
10 sec with a scaling exponent 0.42 ± 0.02. The inset shows the compensated curve using the fitted scaling exponent.
Experimental pθmax (τ ). Power-law behavior is observed on the range 1 <
τ < 10 sec with a scaling exponent 0.33 ± 0.02. The inset shows the
compensated curve using the fitted scaling exponent.
A snapshot of the vorticity field ω(x, y) obtained using a very high resolution
direct numerical simulation on the range 0 ≤ x, y ≤ π/2 (left) and 0 ≤
x, y ≤ π/4 (right). High intensity vorticity events are discretely distributed
in space with a typical wavenumber k  kf = 100, corresponding to 80
grid points, approximately.
a) Measured Fourier power spectrum Eω (k), in which the forcing scale kf =
100 is illustrated by a vertical solid line. The inset shows a compensated
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curve using a scaling exponent −2. b) The corresponding second-order
structure function S2 ( ), in which the power-law range is indicated by a
vertical solid line. The inset shows the local slope ζω (2, ).
a) Measured cumulative function Pω ( , k) and the corresponding
co-cumulative function Hω ( , k) with two separation scale
= 0.001
(thin solid line) and
= 0.002 (thick sold line) lying in the forward
enstrophy cascade. b) Measured P1 ( ) () and H1 ( ) (). The forward
enstrophy range is indicated by a vertical line.
a) Extended-self-similarity plot of the high-order structure functions Sq ( )
versus S2 ( ) in the forward enstrophy cascade range 0.001 < < 0.01.
b) Measured singularity spectrum f (α) versus α. The inset shows the measured scaling exponent ζω (q), in which the dashed line indicates q/2.
a) Experimental probability density function p(N) of the number of extracted
intrinsic mode functions, in which the Gaussian distribution is illustrated
by a solid line. b) Measured mean wave number k(n) for the first 11 modes.
Exponential-law is observed with a scaling exponent γ = 1.98 ± 0.02,
indicating a dyadic filter bank of the empirical mode decomposition.
a) Measured second-order Hilbert moment L2 (k). A dual-power-law behavior
is observed on the range 3 < k < 20 for the inverse energy cascade, and
200 < k < 2000 for the forward enstrophy cascade. b) The corresponding compensated curve using the fitted scaling exponent to emphasize the
scaling behavior.
a) Measured high-order Hilbert moment Lq (k) for q between 1 and 4 from
bottom to top. b) The corresponding measured scaling exponent ζωF (q) ()
for the forward enstrophy cascade and −ζωI (q) () for the inverse energy
cascade. For comparison, the solid line is q/3 and the dashed line is for a
log-Poisson fitting ζωF (q) = q/3 + 0.45 (1 − 0.43q ).
Hilbert-based singularity spectrum f (α) for the forward enstrophy cascade
(), and the inverse energy cascade (). For comparison, the log-Poisson
based one is illustrated as a solid line, and the structure function based one
for the forward cascade is illustrated by .
A 24 hours portion of the U-velocity time series, superposed on the height
information, indicating the tidal range.
Power spectrum of the three components of the ADV velocity, superposed to
the water level power spectrum. A power-law fit f −0.58 is superposed on U
and V power spectra of the velocity.
Arbitrary order Hilbert spectral analysis of the U-velocity data in the bottom
boundary layer: moments of order 0 to 4 are displayed. The scaling exponents for scales from 12 s to 1 hour are estimated.
The generalized moment function ξ(q) estimated for the U velocity data in
the bottom boundary layer, for scales from 12 s to 1 hour. The inset shows
the singularity spectrum.
A 14 days portion of the modelled water-level time series at Dunkirk, and the
measured data (above, superposition of the model and measurements). The
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time series difference (measurements-model) shows that the superposition
is not perfect (bottom).
A 6 months portion of the difference time series at Dunkirk (measurementsmodel), showing its stochastic and multiscale dynamics.
The pdf of the difference data, computed over the whole time series, with two
exponential fits, of equation p(x) = A exp(bx), with A = 0.52 and b = 7.7
for x < 0 and A = 0.37 and b = −6.2 for x > 0.
Left: Power spectra of model and measurements of water-level data (from
23 April 2003 to 7 August 2007). The superposition is good only for
high-frequency cycles. For scales larger than one day the superposition is
not good, and the model does not reproduce the dynamics revealed by the
data. Right: This is highlighted by the ratio of spectra, which is mostly
between 100 and 1,000, indicating that between one day and six months
the natural variability is much larger than modeled.
Scaling of the moments using Hilbert spectral analysis of the water-level time
series.
a) The moment function ξ(q) estimated for the stochastic part of water-level
fluctuations, for scales between 1 and 25 days. b) the associated singularity
spectrum.
Presentation of the 4 MAREL time series considered here. a) Time series
of air and water temperature. There is an annual cycle in both cases. The
temperature difference (air-water) is also shown. b) The dissolved oxygen
(percentage of saturation) and fluorescence time series. The oxygen does
not display a clear annual cycle; the fluorescence has an annual spring
bloom.
a) Hilbert spectral analysis, for the moment q = 1 of air, water temperature
and the difference. Power fits are also shown, corresponding to H = 0.2
and 0.4 for the air and water temperature series, respectively. b) The probability density function of the difference δT = TA − TO The dotted line
is the symmetric. It shows that the pdf is not symmetric and is roughly an
exponential.
Hilbert spectral analysis, for the moment q = 1 of dissolved oxygen and
fluorescence data. Power fits are also shown, corresponding to H = 0.42
and 0.5 for the dissolved oxygen and fluorescence series, respectively.
Scaling of Hilbert spectral analysis for the dissolved oxygen (left) and fluorescence data (right). The scaling range considered is between the daily and
annual cycles.
Left: Scaling exponents ζ (q) = ξ(q) − 1 of both dissolved oxygen and fluorescence data. There is a much stronger intermittency for the latter series.
Right: Associated singularity spectrum.
A one-hour portion of the atmospheric wind velocity measurements.
a) Power spectrum of the wind velocity measurements, where a power-law
range is found on the range 10−4 to 10 Hz with a slope of 1.27 ± 0.04.
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b) The compensated spectrum, showing that the power-law is found precisely for frequencies on the range 10−4 to 10−1 Hz.
a) The structure functions applied on the wind velocity series, for moments
from 1 to 6; b) the compensated structure functions, showing the scaling
range, from 5 to 500 seconds.
a) The scaling exponent ζ (q) estimated from the wind velocity time series
using structure functions, for scales from 5 to 500 seconds; b) the associated
singularity spectrum.
a) Arbitrary order Hilbert spectral analysis applied on the wind velocity data,
for moments from 0 to 5; the scaling range is confirmed by the compensated
values in b).
a) The scaling exponents ζ (q) = ξ(q) − 1, obtained from the arbitrary order
Hilbert spectral analysis of wind velocity, with a fit over the range 0.003 to
1 Hz; b) the associated singularity spectrum.
A typical transfer function from the wind velocity to the wind power, with
arbitrary numerical values given here as illustration. It should be seen as a
conditional average – instantaneous values do not follow this curve. There
are four zones: below a given threshold (here 3 m/s), there is no production
since the velocity is too low. For the increasing part, the power is proportional to the cube of the velocity; then around a given value (here 10 m/s)
there is a plateau and for excessive values of the velocity (here 16 m/s), for
safety reasons the windmill is not operating and the production goes to zero
again.
The power output time series studied here, showing its high multiscale variability, and also some periods when the wind farm is stopped, when the
wind input is below a given threshold. Only the first part of the time series
is studied here.
a) Power-law scaling of the output power series, with a slope of 1.75 ± 0.04,
close to 5/3; b) compensated spectrum showing the power-law range.
a) The structure functions applied on the wind power series, for moments from
1 to 6; b) the compensated structure functions, showing the scaling range,
which is quite large, over almost 4 orders of magnitude.
a) The scaling exponent ζ (q) estimated from the wind power time series using
structure functions, for scales from 1 to 5,000 seconds. b) The associated
singularity spectrum.
a) Arbitrary order Hilbert spectral analysis applied on the wind power data, for
moments from 0 to 5. There is a nice scaling, confirmed by the compensated
values in b).
a) The scaling exponents ζ (q) = ξ(q) − 1, obtained from the arbitrary order
Hilbert spectral analysis, with a fit on the range 10−4 to 0.2 Hz. b) The
associated singularity spectrum.
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Preface

Fluid geoscience, which includes the study of the atmosphere, the oceans, hydrology, and climate, is a special topic in science: it is the application, in some sense,
of the Navier-Stokes and transport equations, as well as other fluid mechanics
theoretical concepts, into the “dirty real-world”. In the theoretical realm and in
the laboratory, where all conditions are controlled, a desired phenomenon can be
isolated and studied. In the field, however, conditions are not controlled, leading to
a multitude of mixed phenomena, and measurements are the result of a multiscale
complex system. In such a system, stochastic fluctuations are often superposed onto
deterministic forcing associated with astronomic cycles. Scaling concepts are very
important when approaching and studying geophysical fields, but the stochastic
scaling properties are perturbed by forcing of, say, the day-night cycle, the annual
cycle, or the tidal cycle in oceanography. In such cases, scaling methodologies may
fail. In this book, we shall discuss such issues, and provide new tools that are more
adapted to retrieving stochastic scaling information from different turbulence and
real-world situations.
Fluid geoscience is also a special topic, in the sense that it is extremely difficult
to find adequate and solid theories. The underlying fundamental equations (e.g.,
Navier-Stokes) are nonlinear, and turbulence belongs to the last field of classical
physics, which is still unsolved. The resolution of Navier-Stokes equations belongs
to the Clay Institute’s one-million-dollar problems. This explains why the field of
fluid geosciences has only progressed, in some sense, so slowly. Nowadays, many
models used are based on crude large-scale approximations of dynamics, based on
averages of Navier-Stokes equations. These models are inaccurate and no theory
really tackles the nonlinearities and intermittencies of the natural (fluid) turbulentlike world. New theories and new models are needed. The solution may reside
in generalizations and continuations of Kolmogorov’s seminal 1941 work, when
a scaling law was proposed to describe velocity fluctuations at different scales.
Multifractal models are continuations of these works from the 1940s, and their aim
xxiii
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Preface

has been to find statistical laws (such as thermodynamics in statistical physics for an
equilibrium system) able to describe and model, at different scales, the fluctuations
of fields of interest.
Such a general objective explains why we have devoted the first chapters of this
book to historical developments on scaling and multiscaling issues in the field of
turbulence and passive scalar turbulent transport. We have then followed this with
an overview of several scaling methods, including our own results and proposals.
After these methodological presentations, we have given the remaining chapters
to emphasising applications in the fields of turbulence, and the real worlds of the
ocean and the atmosphere.
Many more applications are possible, and it is with this aim, and to help other
colleagues willing to develop their own approach and compare their results with
other methodologies, that we have installed for free download on a dedicated website most of the Matlab codes used in this book.
We thank Rudy Calif, Enrico Calzavarini, Pierre Chainais, Laurent Chevillard,
Gaël Dur, Patrick Flandrin, Yves Gagne, Guowei He, Norden E. Huang, Shaun
Lovejoy, Nicolas Perpete, Daniel Schertzer, Sami Souissi, Federico Toschi, Lipo
Wang, Ke-Qing Xia, and Quan Zhou for discussion on these topics in the recent
last years.
The providers of the data used in the book are acknowledged: We thank
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